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Abstract

The aim of this thesis is to investigate the nature of quantum computation

and the question of the quantum speed-up over classical computation by

comparing two different quantum computational frameworks, the traditional

quantum circuit model and the cluster-state quantum computer. After an

introductory survey of the theoretical and epistemological questions concern-

ing quantum computation, the first part of this thesis provides a presentation

of cluster-state computation suitable for a philosophical audience. In spite

of the computational equivalence between the two frameworks, their differ-

ences can be considered as structural. Entanglement is shown to play a

fundamental role in both quantum circuits and cluster-state computers; this

supports, from a new perspective, the argument that entanglement can rea-

sonably explain the quantum speed-up over classical computation. However,

quantum circuits and cluster-state computers diverge with regard to one of

the explanations of quantum computation that actually accords a central

role to entanglement, i.e. the Everett interpretation. It is argued that, while

cluster-state quantum computation does not show an Everettian failure in

accounting for the computational processes, it threatens that interpretation
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of being not-explanatory. This analysis presented here should be integrated

in a more general work in order to include also further frameworks of quan-

tum computation, e.g. topological quantum computation. However, what is

revealed by this work is that the speed-up question does not capture all that

is at stake: both quantum circuits and cluster-state computers achieve the

speed-up, but the challenges that they posit go besides that specific question.

Then, the existence of alternative equivalent quantum computational models

suggests that the ultimate question should be moved from the speed-up to

a sort of “representation theorem” for quantum computation, to be meant

as the general goal of identifying the physical features underlying these al-

ternative frameworks that allow for labelling those frameworks as “quantum

computation”.
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Chapter 1

Overview

The aim of this thesis is to investigate the nature of quantum computation

and the question of the quantum speed-up over classical computation by

comparing two different quantum computational frameworks, the traditional

quantum circuit model and the cluster-state quantum computer.

While the quantum circuit model is well-known, cluster-state quantum

computation has not received broad attention within the community of philoso-

phers of physics (with some exceptions mentioned within the thesis), primar-

ily because of the recent appearance of the topic in the literature and the

very technical nature of the publications, especially if compared to the more

intuitive structure of the circuit model.

After an introductory survey of the theoretical and epistemological ques-

tions concerning quantum computation, the first part of this thesis will pro-

vide a presentation of cluster-state computation suitable for a philosophical

audience, by integrating the technicalities with a general description that
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8 CHAPTER 1. OVERVIEW

enlightens the structural features of that framework. This presentation is ac-

companied by the illustration of some algorithms for cluster-state computers,

that show how the features of cluster-state computers are used “at work”, and

how differently the same tasks are managed and solved by quantum circuits.

The comparison between quantum circuits and cluster-state computers,

and their theoretical consequences, is then tackled in the rest of the thesis.

In particular, it will be shown that the two frameworks have convergences

and divergences, both on a physical and on an epistemological level.

On the physical level, it is shown that, in spite of quantum circuits and

cluster-state computers being computationally equivalent, their differences

can be considered as structural. While this claim could appear immediate

from the fact that quantum circuits have a reversible dynamics and cluster-

state computers do not, it is reinforced by sketching a fully-unitary, i.e. re-

versible, dynamical account of cluster-state computation, where each com-

putational step is treated as an unitary transformation that entangles the

measured qubit with its “measuring apparatus”. This twisted, but consis-

tent, account of cluster-state computation shows that the differences with

quantum circuits can be considered as structural.

A second aspect revealed by this analysis is that entanglement plays a

fundamental role in both quantum circuits and cluster-state computers. This

supports, from a new perspective, the long-debated argument according to

which entanglement can reasonably explain the quantum speed-up over clas-

sical computation.

In spite of both supporting entanglement as playing a decisive role in
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the quantum speed-up, quantum circuits and cluster-state computers diverge

with regard to one of the explanations of quantum computation that does ac-

tually accord a central role to entangling operations, i.e. the so-called Everett

interpretation. This is tackled by accounting for cluster-state computation in

“Everettian terms”: this account makes use of the fully-linear dynamical pic-

ture previously sketched and thus can be made consistent, but turns out to

be unable to provide an explanation for the quantum speed-up. Hence, while

cluster-state quantum computation does not show an Everettian failure in

accounting for the computational processes, it threatens that interpretation

of being not-explanatory, which is the main thing it would be required of.

This thesis shows some convergences and divergences between quantum

circuits and cluster-state computers that are valuable by themselves, but

would necessitate to be integrated in a more general work meant to include

also further frameworks of quantum computation, e.g. topological quantum

computation.

However, what is revealed by this thesis is that the where-does-the-

quantum-speed-up-come-from question, which has driven the epistemological

research over quantum computation, is not well positioned to capture all that

is at stake: both quantum circuits and cluster-state computers achieve the

speed-up, but the challenges that they posit go besides that specific question.

Then, the existence of alternative equivalent quantum computational

models suggests that the ultimate question should be moved from the speed-

up to a sort of “representation theorem” for quantum computation. Here “rep-

resentation theorem” should not be meant in a strict mathematical sense, but
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just as the general goal of identifying which are the physical features under-

lying these alternative frameworks that allow for labelling those frameworks

as “quantum computation”.

This would be very fruitful for the understanding of quantum computa-

tion itself and for the more general debate over the foundations of quantum

mechanics.



Chapter 2

Introduction

Among the several areas of research that have been originated by the connec-

tion between quantum physics and information theory, quantum computa-

tion is one of the most original and fascinating, both because of its practical

applications and of its theoretical relevance.

The focus of this thesis will be on the second of these aspects.

Usually, the first thing one learns about quantum computers is that they

are more powerful than classical ones. This suggests that there is some

structural difference between quantum and classical computers, and that in-

tuitively such difference should depend on which physical theory they are

grounded upon, i.e. the principles of quantum mechanics allow for build-

ing up computational devices whose performances are better than those of

classical devices.

Three main points are in need for clarification:

• What does it mean that a computational device is built upon the prin-
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12 CHAPTER 2. INTRODUCTION

ciples of quantum mechanics?

• What does the better performances of quantum computers consist of?

• Which kind of theoretical relevance should quantum computation have?

The first two questions will be tackled in the following of this chapter,

after a brief overview of the basics of quantum computation. The third ques-

tion will be the subject of the rest of this thesis.

Quantum mechanics is undoubtedly the best available theory for describ-

ing and predicting physical phenomena. Hence, in principle there should be

no difference between classical and quantum computational devices: all the

physical systems corresponding to these computers ultimately obey to the

laws of quantum mechanics, i.e. their dynamical evolution can be described

by the Schrödinger equation. It is not possible to deny this without at the

same time denying the universality of quantum mechanics and no one would

seriously take such position.

When considering classical and quantum computation, however, a dif-

ferent level needs to be taken into account. In classical computation, the

“classicality” refers to the symbolic representation of information and to the

kind of operations allowed as computational steps. For instance, a (classical)

unit of information can be seen as a two-states system which can never enter a

superposition state, while two-states quantum systems are naturally allowed

to be in a superposition (even if that cannot be observed); but this does not
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mean that the particles of matter that constitute a classical computer cannot

be in a superposition.

It is worth to recall the pioneering paper of Deutsch (1985):

Intuitively, a computing machine is any physical system whose

dynamical evolution takes it from one of a set of ‘input’ states to

one of a set of ‘output’ states. The states are labelled in some

canonical way, the machine is prepared in a state with a given

input label and then, following some motion, the output state

is measured. For a classical deterministic system the measured

output label is a definite function f of the prepared input label;

moreover the value of that label can in principle be measured

by an outside observer (the ‘user’) and the machine is said to

‘compute’ the function f .

This is a very “physically-oriented” description of how computational de-

vices work, but useful for the purposes of discussing classical and quantum

computation: classical computation requires the dynamical evolution taking

the computing machine form the set of input states to the set of output

states to obey to classical physics, while quantum computation requires that

evolution to obey to the laws of quantum physics. As will be shown in the

following chapters, the laws of quantum physics allow for a very different

range of computational frameworks to drive computational devices.

Quantum computers are usually known for outperforming their classical
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counterparts on a number of relevant tasks, among which factorization is the

one with the most important practical consequences. Hence, the question of

providing an explanation for such quantum speed-up has been the driving

question for all research efforts devoted to understanding and clarifying the

relationship between quantum and classical computation.

However, when focusing on the relationship between quantum and clas-

sical computation, the ultimate issue should be whether there exists a fun-

damental divide between the two, and what should these divide consist of.

This question really provides the deepest insights into the nature of quantum

computation, since it is explicitly concerns what do quantum and classical

fundamentally differ in and how this is related to the features of the corre-

sponding physical theories.

In order to investigate where the divide between quantum and classical

computation lies, a number of issues require to be taken into account that

are not directly related to the different amount of resources necessary for

quantum and classical computers to solve some given class of problems. What

is suggested in this work is then that the speed-up question does not seem

to capture all what is at stake concerning foundational issues relative to

quantum computation; however, this is far from claiming that the relevance

of the speed-up question is non-fundamental or overrated. It will be argued

that it would make sense to discuss a quantum-classical computational divide

even if the quantum speed-up were to be not in place.

Moreover, there exist alternative quantum computational frameworks, all

achieving the speed-up over classical computers but with different structural
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features and making a different use of quantum and classical resources. Quan-

tum circuits and cluster-state quantum computers will be taken into account

here. From this follows that the real foundational insight does not consist

in showing how the speed-up is obtained, but in explaining if and why all

these frameworks “share” a quantum-classical boundary, while at the same

time they provide radically different pictures of the physical processes going

on during a computation.

In order to investigate the divide between quantum and classical compu-

tation, the first step consists in acknowledging that such divide does actually

exist. Where can a quantum-classical divide in computation be found?

Undoubtedly, it does not concern the tasks that quantum and classical

computers are able to perform: it is well known their mutual capability of

simulating each other, regardless of the amount of resources (time and size)

required for the computation to be successfully executed. However, when the

amount of computational resources is taken into account, we immediately

see that a boundary between quantum and classical computation is in place,

which concerns computational complexity. In order to draw this “complexity

boundary” we could make use of Nielsen & Chuang’s (2000) representation

of quantum and classical complexity classes (see Figure 1), where:

• P is the class of computational problems that can be solved by a de-

terministic Turing Machine in a polynomial time;

• NP is the class of computational problems whose positive solutions

can be verified by a non-deterministic Turing Machine in a polynomial
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time;

• PSPACE is the class of computational problems that can be solved

by a deterministic Turing Machine with a polynomial size (but not

necessarily in a polynomial time);

• BQP is the class of computational problems that can be solved by a

quantum computer in a polynomial time with a bounded probability

of error (it is the quantum counterpart of the classical BPP).

The exact relation between BQP and the other three classes is not known

yet, as is the relation between P, NP and PSPACE: it is certainly an

inclusion relation, but it is not known whether it is a strict inclusion or not.

Assuming that sooner or later the relation between the complexity classes

will be fully clarified, could the dotted line of Figure 1 be considered as the

fundamental divide standing between quantum and classical computation?

This claim should face at least two possible counterarguments:

• Computational complexity is not a physical issue, so it should not be

considered as a legitimate ground for a quantum-classical divide, which

instead is a physical issue.

• The quantum speed-up is not proven, even if it is very strongly believed

to hold. In the highly unlikely case that a fast classical algorithm for

factorization were to be discovered, there would be no speed-up and

quantum and classical complexity classes would collapse on each other.

Thus there would be no quantum-classical boundary at all.
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Both of the arguments above suggest that the “complexity boundary” does

not have the physical meaning it should possess in order to stand as a founda-

tional issue. Before considering whether these arguments are actually decisive

for ruling out computational complexity as the core of the quantum-classical

computational divide, a couple of further considerations should be taken into

account:

• The physical tools that quantum computers make use of (e.g. entangled

states) are not available to classical computers.

• The formal structure on which quantum computers are based is not

classical, since it makes use of properties of Hilbert spaces.

What these two last considerations show is that, independently of the exis-

tence of the quantum speed-up and of complexity concerns, a fundamental

divide between quantum and classical is standing. Even if quantum and clas-

sical computers were to perform the same tasks with the same efficiency, it

would still be a non-trivial question to explain the reason why computational

devices based on the properties of quantum systems are able to solve certain

classes of problems with a polynomial amount of resources.
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Figure 2.1: Quantum and classical complexity classes (Nielsen & Chuang
2000).



Chapter 3

Cluster-state quantum

computation

When taking into account the quantum-classical computational divide, it is

worth considering the existence of alternative quantum computational frame-

works. The ones which will be taken into account here are the traditional

quantum circuit and the so called cluster-state quantum computer. What

is interesting with regard to these frameworks is that they are able to effi-

ciently simulate each other, i.e. they can perform the same tasks with the

same amount of resources, while at the same time providing a structurally

different picture of the physical processes going on during a computation. In

particular, as will be clear from the following, those two frameworks make a

different use of classical and quantum resources; thus, it would look like that

the boundary between quantum and classical moves on different lines accord-

ing to which type of quantum computer is running. This is puzzling, since

19



20 CHAPTER 3. CLUSTER-STATE QUANTUM COMPUTATION

that boundary is supposed to be what ultimately defines quantum (in con-

trast to classical) computation and consequently should not vary according

to the choice of one among several equivalent frameworks. This suggests that

a deeper work on the relationship between these two frameworks would help

in enlightening the nature of quantum computation and would be valuable

from a foundational point of view.

3.1 Quantum circuits

Quantum circuit make use of qubits, i.e. units of information corresponding

to the state of a quantum two-state system:

|ψ〉 = α |0〉+ β |1〉 ,

where α and β are complex numbers satisfying the normalization condition

|α|2 + |β|2 = 1. The basis {|0〉, |1〉} is known as the computational basis. In

the usual graphical representation (see Figure 1), qubits are represented by

horizontal lines (wires), just like bits in a classical circuit.

Any operation that can be performed on a qubit corresponds to a specific

quantum gate, i.e. a bounded linear unitary operator U such that:

UU† = U†U = I,

where U† is the adjoint of U and I denotes the identity operator. Notice that

unitarity implies that the transformations corresponding to quantum gates
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are reversible.

The most known single-qubit gates are the Pauli operators, represented

by the following matrices:

σx ≡
⎛
⎝ 0 1

1 0

⎞
⎠ , σy ≡

⎛
⎝ 0 −i

i 0

⎞
⎠ , σz ≡

⎛
⎝ 1 0

0 −1

⎞
⎠ .

Another important single-qubit gate is the Hadamard operator:

H ≡ 1√
2

⎛
⎝ 1 1

1 −1

⎞
⎠ .

When applied to a computational basis state, this gate creates a superposi-

tion (|0〉 ± |1〉) /√2.

A relevant class of multi-qubits unitary gates are the controlled gates. In

the simple case of a two-qubits controlled operation U (like the one shown

in figure 1.1), the upper qubit is labelled as the control qubit, and the lower

one as the target qubit. The operation U is applied to the target qubit if and

only if the control qubit is in a desired state (usually |0〉 or |1〉). In general,

any unitary operation can be obtained by combining the action of all the
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single-qubit gates and of the two-qubit controlled gate:

CNOT ≡

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.

At the end of the computation, the output is read-off by measuring a

subset of the qubits in an orthonormal basis (usually in the computational

basis). As stated by the Deferred Measurement Principle, the measurement

can always be postponed at the end of the computation without affecting the

result1.

A class of quantum gates consists of the controlled-phase gates

⎛
⎝ 1 0

0 eiθ

⎞
⎠ ,

which will turn out to be relevant for the purposes of this work.

An example of a quantum circuit is shown in figure 2.1.

1Cf. Nielsen & Chuang (2000). Another feature of quantum circuits is the Implicit
Measurement Principle, which states that, at the end of the computation, any unmeasured
qubit (graphically represented by an unterminated wire) can be considered to be measured.
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|0〉 H

U

H

|0〉 H

Figure 3.1: Example of a quantum circuit, which starts with two qubits pre-
pared in the state |0〉. They both undergo a Hadamard transformation H
and a two-qubits controlled gate U. The upper qubit is then subject to a sec-
ond Hadamard transformation and is finally measured in the computational
basis, in order to read-off the output. Since the lower qubit does not play
any further role in the circuit after the application of U, it can be considered
to be measured, by virtue of the Implicit Measurement Principle.

3.2 Cluster-state quantum computers

The picture of computational processes outlined by cluster-state quantum

computation differs radically from the one provided by quantum circuits.

However, these two models have been proven to be computationally equiv-

alent, i.e. each of them is able to efficiently simulate any computation that

can be executed by the other2.

The essential ingredient of cluster-state quantum computation is the clus-

ter C, an ensemble of highly entangled qubits. This can be illustrated by con-

sidering a n−vertices graph: a qubit is associated to each vertex {a1, . . . , an}
and a neighbourhood relation holds between qubits connected by an edge.

The preparation of the cluster consists of two steps:

1. All the n qubits are initialized to the product state

|+〉C = |+〉a1 ⊗ . . .⊗ |+〉an ,
2See Raussendorf & Briegel (2001b) for a proof. The content of the current and the

following sections will also be based on that work.
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where |+〉 = (|0〉+ |1〉) /√2 3.

2. The entanglement is generated by controlled-phase unitary operations

Saiaj applied to all neighbouring qubits i and j. The global operation

on the cluster is the generalized product of all these transformations:

SC =
∏
ai,aj

Saiaj .

Since the operators Saiaj all commute, the order of their application is

not relevant4.

A fundamental point to note is that the preparation procedure is such that

the reduced density matrix of each qubit is 1
2
I. This implies that single-qubit

measurements on the cluster will give completely random outcomes.

The cluster is a universal computational resource, i.e. it is independent

of the specific algorithm to be performed and of the specific input to be

processed. In other words, the previously described preparation procedure

can be used for any desired algorithm.

3This state can be obtained by applying the Hadamard gate to the computational basis
state |0〉.

4More formally, the cluster state is defined as the only common eigenstate of the cor-
relation operators

K(a) = σ(a)
x

⊗
b∈nb(a)

σ(b)
z ,

where ng (a) is the set of all neighbours of a. The cluster states
∣∣ψ{k}

〉
C must thus obey

the set of eigenvalue equations

K(a)
∣∣ψ{k}

〉
C = (−1)

ka
∣∣ψ{k}

〉
C ,

where {k} = {ka ∈ {0, 1} : a ∈ C} is a set of binary parameters specifying the cluster state.
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The computation proceeds by single-qubit projective measurements on

the cluster; the bases of the measurements can be determined by fed-forward

operations on the outcomes of previous measurements. More in detail, we

can set a distinction between measurements in the Pauli bases, which are

immediately performed on the cluster, and measurements in different bases,

determined by the results of previous measurements. This allows for an

ordering of the cluster qubits by their “measurement priority”. Let us define:

• the set Q0 of the qubits which can be immediately measured on the

cluster;

• the set Q1 of the qubits whose measurements basis is determined by

fed-forwarding operations on the outcomes of measurements on qubits

belonging to the set Q0;

• the set Qn of the qubits whose measurements basis is determined by

fed-forwarding operations on the outcomes of measurements on qubits

belonging to the set Q(n−1).

It is immediate to see that Q0, . . . , Qn are disjoint subsets whose generalized

union corresponds to the cluster. The succession of the measurements can

thus be seen as a chain, beginning with measurements on qubits belonging

to the Q0.

Any time a measurement takes place, the measured qubit is disentangled

from the cluster and the state of the cluster-state computer becomes a tensor

of the (product) states of the measured qubits and the (entangled) sub-cluster
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state of the remaining unmeasured qubits. At the end of the chain, the final

state of the computation is given by the remaining qubits of the cluster. In

order to obtain a string of classical bits, these qubits can be measured in the

computational basis5.

3.2.1 Clusters at work: Simulation of an arbitrary ro-

tation

The behaviour of a cluster-state quantum computer can be illustrated by the

following example (taken and simplified from Raussendorf & Briegel 2001b),

which shows how a cluster-state computer is capable of simulating any arbi-

trary rotation Urot ∈ SU (2) with a chain of five qubits.

According to Euler’s rotation theorem, any rotation in R
3 can be de-

scribed by means of three real parameters:

Urot (α, β, γ) = Ux (γ)Uz (β)Ux (α) ,

where the rotations about x− and y−axes are respectively given by

Ux (φ) = exp
(
−iφσx

2

)

and

Uz (φ) = exp
(
−iφσz

2

)
.

5The qubits of the cluster not taking part in a specific computation are removed by a
measurement in the computational basis.
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Here σx, σz denote the Pauli matrices.

The first qubit of the chain is prepared in a quantum state |ψ〉, while the

other four qubits are initialized to the state |+〉. According to the cluster

preparation procedure illustrated above, an entanglement-generating unitary

transformation is applied to the five qubits; the qubit in state |ψ〉 is then

moved to the last slot. Now the first four qubits are measured in the basis:

Bj (ϕj) =

{
|0〉j ± eiϕj |1〉j√

2

}
,

where j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} denotes the measured qubit. We refer to the outcomes

of these measurements as sj ∈ {0, 1}, The chain is structured as follows:

1. The first qubit is measured in the basis B1 (0).

2. The second qubit is measured in the basis B2 (−γ (−1)s1).

3. The third qubit is measured in the basis B3 (−β (−1)s2).

4. The fourth qubit is measured in the basis B4

(−α (−1)s1+s3
)
.

We are now able to define the random byproduct operator :

UΣ = σs2+s4
x σs1+s3

x .

By means of this operator it is possible to obtain the desired rotation by

applying the transformation:

U′
rot (α, β, γ) = UΣUrot (α, β, γ)
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to the only remaining qubit (the one initialized to the state |ψ〉).

3.2.2 Clusters at work: Deutsch algorithm

Despite its low practical appeal, the well-known algorithm presented by

Deutsch (1985) has been the first example of a genuinely quantum algo-

rithm and thus represents one of the milestones in the history of quantum

computation theory.

Deutsch’s algorithm provides a one-step solution to the problem of de-

termining whether a given valid Boolean function f : {0, 1} −→ {0, 1} is

constant or balanced, i.e. whether f (0) = f (1) or f (0) �= f (1).

Classically, two evaluations of the function are required in order to solve

this problem (with probability one); in the quantum case, only one evaluation

is needed, as shown by Deutsch’s algorithm.

Deutsch’s algorithm on a quantum network

Deutsch’s algorithm requires to prepare the following composite state of two

qubits:
(|0〉+ |1〉)⊗ (|0〉 − |1〉)√

2
≡ |+〉 ⊗ |−〉,

which can be easily obtained by applying the Hadamard transform H⊗2 to

the initial state |01〉.
The computation proceeds by the application of an unitary operator Uf

such that

Uf |x〉 ⊗ |y〉 = |x〉 ⊗ |y ⊕ f (x)〉 .
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Note that f (0) ⊕ f (1) = 0 if the function is constant and f (0) ⊕ f (1) = 1

if the function is balanced. Since

Uf |x〉 ⊗ |−〉 = |x〉 ⊗ |0⊕ f (x)〉 − |1⊕ f (x)〉√
2

= (−)f(x) |x〉 ⊗ |−〉,

it follows that

Uf (|+〉 ⊗ |−〉) = (−)f(0) |0〉+ (−)f(1) |1〉√
2

⊗ |−〉,

which can be rewritten as

(−)f(0)
|0〉+ (−)f(1) |1〉√

2
⊗ |−〉.

With a second application of H⊗2, we get the state

(−)f(0) |f (0)⊕ f (1)〉 ⊗ |1〉.

A measurement on the first qubit is now sufficient to determine whether the

function is constant or balanced: if f is constant (balanced), we get 0 (1)

with probability one.

What do we know about the black-box transformation Uf that Deutsch’s

algorithm makes use of? We know that it must correspond to one of the

following two-qubit unitary operations:
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(i) Uf ≡ I⊗ I. Note that:

[|x〉 |y ⊕ f (x)〉 = (I⊗ I) (|x〉|y〉)] =⇒ f (x) = 0.

(ii) Uf ≡ I⊗X. Note that:

[|x〉 |y ⊕ f (x)〉 = (I⊗X) (|x〉|y〉)] =⇒ f (x) = 1.

(iii) Uf ≡ CNOT. Note that:

[|x〉 |y ⊕ f (x)〉 = CNOT (|x〉|y〉)] =⇒
⎧⎨
⎩ if x = 0, then f (x) = 0;

if x = 1, then f (x) = 1.

Thus, f (x) = x⊕ 0.

(iv) Uf ≡ (I⊗X)CNOT. Note that:

[|x〉 |y ⊕ f (x)〉 = (I⊗X)CNOT (|x〉|y〉)] =⇒
⎧⎨
⎩ if x = 0, then f (x) = 1;

if x = 1, then f (x) = 0.

Thus, f (x) = x⊕ 1.

In cases (i) and (ii), the function is constant; in cases (iii) and (iv), it is

balanced.
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Deutsch’s algorithm on a cluster-state quantum computer

The cluster-state version of the Deutsch’s algorithm consists in a chain of 4

qubits; thus, the cluster C will be in the state

|Ψ〉 = |0000〉+ |0011〉+ |1100〉 − |1111〉
2

.

1. Qubit 2 is measured in the computational basis {|0〉, |1〉} and is disen-

tangled from the cluster.

2. The fed-forward operation (σs2
x ), with s2 denoting the result of the

measurement on qubit 2, is applied to qubit 1. This means that:

• if s2 = 0, the cluster becomes

|+〉1
|0〉3|+〉4 + |1〉3|−〉4√

2
;

• if s2 = 1, the cluster becomes

|−〉1
|0〉3|+〉4 − |1〉3|−〉4√

2
.

3. Qubit 1 is measured in the basis

{ |0〉+ eiπ|1〉√
2

,
|0〉 − eiπ|1〉√

2

}

and is disentangled from the cluster.

4. The fed-forward operation (σs4
x ), with s4 denoting the result of the
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measurement on qubit 4, is applied to qubit 3. Note that, for any

result of the measurement, the state of qubit 3 becomes |−〉 ≡ |0〉−|1〉√
2

.

The state of the cluster becomes |±〉1|−〉3, which is equivalent to the

state |x〉 |y ⊕ f (x)〉. If qubit 1 is in the state |+〉 (the cluster is in the

state |+〉1|−〉3), the function is constant; if qubit 1 is in the state |−〉
(the cluster is in the state |−〉1|−〉3), the function is balanced.

3.2.3 Clusters at work: Search algorithm

A further illustration of a working cluster-state computer will regard the

computational problem known as search.

By means of an algorithm due to Lev Grover and known as Grover’s

algorithm, a quantum computer would be able to find a given element within

an unstructured database of N elements in O
(√

N
)

computational steps,

i.e. with a quadratic speed-up over its classical counterpart6.

A practical example of a search problem consists in finding someone’s

number within a phone book. Classically, the most efficient approach to

such a problem is by means of brute force. Select an item in the middle

of the list: if this name follows (precedes) the desired one in the alphabetic

order, then discard all the names below (above); repeat the procedure until

the result is obtained. Since at each time half of the items is discarded, for a

list of N elements the average number of steps required for finding a specific

name will be N/2.

6The first version of the algorithm appeared in Grover (1996); its optimality was proven
by Zalka (1999).
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More formally, the search problem can be formalized as finding a unique

element sv belonging to an unsorted set S = {s1, . . . , sN} of cardinality

N = 2n. This element being unique means that there exists an “oracle”

function f ranging on S such that f (sv) = 1 and f (si �=v) = 0 (this function

is able to recognize the desired result). It has been shown that any classical

search algorithm, either deterministic or probabilistic, will require O (2n−1)

queries to the oracle in order to obtain the desired solution.

Grover’s algorithm

The goal of the search problem is finding a specific element x0 belonging to an

unstructured set X = {1, . . . , NG} ∈ {0, 1}⊗n whose cardinality is NG = 2n.

For x ∈ X, let f (x) : {0, 1}⊗n → {0, 1} be an oracle function such that

f (x = x0) = 1 and f (x �= x0) = 0. Then:

(1) Initialize the NG−sized system to the uniform amplitude, unbiased

state |ψin〉 defined as

|ψin〉 = 1√
NG

∑
x

|x〉 ≡ 1, . . . , 1

NG

.

(2) Iterator. Repeat O
(√

NG

)
times the following operations:

(2a) Tagging. Let |x〉 be any computational basis state. Then:

- if f (x) = 1, rotate the state by π;

- if f (x) = 0, leave the state unaltered.
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The tagging operation corresponds to flipping by π the phase pf

the desired state |x0〉.

(2b) Inversion-about-the-mean. Apply the diffusion transform D

such that:

- Dij = 2/NG if i �= j;

- Dij = −1 + 2/NG if i = j.

The inversion-about-the-mean operation corresponds to an aver-

aging of the state amplitudes.

(3) Sample the state by a projective measurement.

Since both (2a) and (2b) can be written as unitary operators, respectivelyUf

and Uinv, the iterator can be written as the matrix product UG = UinvUf .

Grover’s algorithm begins from a uniform input state of size NG = 2n and

performs a sequence of repeated tagging and inversion-about-the-mean op-

erations Uk
G until the desired number of steps k ≈ O (√

NG

)
has been per-

formed. The state is then measured and the desired result will have an

overwhelming likelihood of being measured.

Cluster-state Search Algorithm

The search algorithm for cluster-state quantum computers, (Matthew Smith

& al, 2012) works as follows.

1 Initialize a set of N = n2 qubits into a n × n cluster-state such that
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each qubit is in the state |+〉 and 2n is the maximum desired number

of elements to be searched.

2 An oracle selects a sets of measurements of size n (n− 1) to be made

in either s = 0 or s = π basis, such that

|±s〉 = |0〉 ± eis|1〉√
2

.

(2a) n − 1 sets of measurements are applied sequentially, in which n

qubits are measured simultaneously, moving across the cluster-

state in a uniform direction and such that the (k + 1)−th mea-

surement set depends on the outcomes of the k−th measurement

set, for all k = 1, . . . , n− 1 iterations.

(3) The final state is sampled by rotating the remaining n qubits into the

|±〉 basis, followed by a projective measurement.

The most apparent difference between Grover’s and cluster-state search al-

gorithms lies in the iterator step:

• in Grover’s case, the iterator is a product of two unitary operators

which repeatedly implement the same two operations;

• in cluster-state case, the iterator, consisting of the nmeasurement bases

chosen by the oracle, need not (and in general will not) be a constant

between iterations.
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Oracle tagging

General non-constant tagging operations

In Grover’s algorithm, the tagging operation is 1-to-1, i.e. there is a unique

tag for each and every element in the search space.

The cluster-state search algorithm is unique only up to overall phases (e.g.

± signs and factors of i) and the final output states can be degenerate.

While in the special case of n = 2 element search there are 4measurements

and 4 unique output states (i.e. tagging operations are 1−to−1), in the n = 3

case the final possible outcomes of the last column are 8−fold degenerate,

i.e. there are 8 tagging operations all pointing to the same final state (up

to overall phases). Thus the 1−to−1 association of the tagging to a unique

output does not scale with the size of the cluster-state.

If one ignores (or corrects) the global phase, not all the n (n− 1) mea-

surements turn out to be strictly necessary. In the n = 3 case, the search

requires 3 (3− 1) = 6 measurements chosen by the oracle, with the remain-

ing 3 output qubits rotated to the |±〉 basis via an H⊗3 operation. However,

it is possible to perform the full 8−element search (i.e. providing every

possible output) by varying only n = 3 measurements, with the sequence

(0, 0, s3; 0, s5, s6) where 0 denotes a measurement onto |±〉 and si a measure-

ment that can be varied (s = 0, s = π) by the oracle according to the desired

output. The pattern of measurements (0, 0, s3; 0, s5, s6) has the form

U = H1 ⊗H2 ⊗B3 (γ)⊗H4 ⊗B5 (b)⊗B6 (c)⊗H7 ⊗H8 ⊗H9.
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What precisely is the tagging operation performing on the state? According

to the definition above, U is the Kronecker product of matrices chosen from

the set of 0 and π rotations:

B (0) = H =
1√
2

⎛
⎝ 1 1

1 −1

⎞
⎠ , B (π) = F =

i√
2

⎛
⎝ 1 −1

1 1

⎞
⎠ .

Single-constant iterator for any outcome

The above description of cluster-state search algorithm has un undesirable

feature: if we consider the measurement of the vertical columns to be a

"step" in the iteration, then it turn out that the algorithm does not have a

fixed, constant iterator. The iterator will vary between steps and is neither

sequential nor random, so that the various iterators must be carefully chosen

by the oracle at each step.

It is possible to modify the algorithm such that the iterator is constant not

only between steps, but also constant for any desired output. Let us consider,

for the n = 3 case, the matrices producing the outputs (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)T

and (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0)T (up to a global phase):

U1 = H1 ⊗H2 ⊗H3 ⊗H4 ⊗H5 ⊗H6 ⊗H7 ⊗H8 ⊗H9

and

U1 = H1 ⊗H2 ⊗ F3 ⊗H4 ⊗ F5 ⊗ F6 ⊗H7 ⊗H8 ⊗H9.

Notice that in the first case, the iterator is always a constant.
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To determine the effect pf the tagging operation, we compare two different

U matrices:

ΔU = U1 −U4 = H⊗9 −H1 ⊗H2 ⊗ F3 ⊗H4 ⊗ F5 ⊗ F6 ⊗H7 ⊗H8 ⊗H9.

Many of the columns are identically 0, while the remaining ones is ΔU have

an absolute value twice that in any given element of Ui. Thus, the two

differently tagged matrices are identical except for the sign of the elements

in several vertical columns. This implies that

U1−U4T4 = H⊗9−(H1 ⊗H2 ⊗ F3 ⊗H4 ⊗ F5 ⊗ F6 ⊗H7 ⊗H8 ⊗H9)T8 = 0.

Since FF† = 1 and F†H = i (−Z), it follows that

T4 = I1 ⊗ I2 ⊗ (−Z3)⊗ I4 ⊗ (−Z5)⊗ (−Z6)⊗ I7 ⊗ I8 ⊗ I9.

Since i is an overall phase, it can be factored out at any desired point. Thus

T4 becomes a real diagonal tagging matrix with elements ±1. The +1s

correspond to the columns already identical (thus subtract to 0), while the

−1s correspond to the remaining columns. U1 is identical to the product

U4T4. Since TiTj = I, we can write U1T4 = U4. However, the matrices

Ti do not commute with Uj: [Ti,Uj] �= 0. A matrix Ti can be found for

any matrix U1 (or equivalently, for any measurement pattern). In the U1

transformation, we have that T1 = I.
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The quantum search equation can now be rewritten as

|Ψout,i〉 = H⊗n2

Ti|Ψin〉,

where Ti is the tagging operation chosen by the oracle for the desired output

i ∈ {1, . . . , 2n}. Note that Tj can be applied either to the rhs od to the lhs

of the equation above, i.e. we can apply the tag:

1. to the measurement operation, thus changing the iterators between

iterations;

2. to the initial cluster-state, prior to the measurement process.

The second choice leaves the measurement pattern (the search iterator) con-

stant for any chosen tag, regardless of the size N of the system or the desired

input of the algorithm. The constant iterator is simply H⊗n acting on each

column of qubits in turn.

Given an input state for the box cluster-state

|Ψin〉 =
∏

i,j=nn

CZi,j|ψ〉 = CZ1,2CZ1,3CZ2,4CZ3,4

N∏
i=1

|+i〉.

The application of the tagging matrix Ti gives

Ti|Ψin〉 = TiCZ1,2CZ1,3CZ2,4CZ3,4

N∏
i=1

|+i〉;
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since Ti and CZi,j are diagonal and hence commute, we have

Ti|Ψin〉 = CZ1,2CZ1,3CZ2,4CZ3,4Ti

N∏
i=1

|+i〉.

This means that the "shape" of the cluster-state, contained within the list

of CZ gates, remains the same. Ti only changes the state of the constituent

qubits, independently of the pairwise connectivity of the cluster-state.

The effect of Ti is to change several of the signs of the initial cluster state

from |+〉 to |−〉. There is a 1−to−1 correlation between those qubits, which

in the standard implementation would be measured in the B (π) basis, and

the qubits rotated from |+〉 to |−〉.

In theN = 9 qubits case, the measurement sequence (0, 0, π; 0, π, π) corre-

sponding to the output state (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0)T requires a search algorithm

with initial state:

T4|ψin〉 = T4

N∏
i=1

|+i〉 = |+1〉⊗|+2〉⊗|−3〉⊗|+4〉⊗|−5〉⊗|−6〉⊗|+7〉⊗|+8〉⊗|+9〉.

Tagging the output state consists in

|Ψout,4〉 = U4|Ψin〉 = (H1 ⊗H2 ⊗H3)⊗(H4 ⊗H5 ⊗H6)⊗(H7 ⊗H8 ⊗H9)
∏

i,j=nn

CZi,j

N∏
i=1

|+i〉
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which becomes

= (H1 ⊗H2 ⊗H3)⊗ (H4 ⊗H5 ⊗H6)⊗ (H7 ⊗H8 ⊗H9)T4

∏
i,j=nn CZi,j

∏N
i=1 |+i〉 =

= (H⊗n)
⊗n ∏

i,j=nn CZi,jT4

∏N
i=1 |+i〉 =

= (H⊗n)k
∏

i,j=nn CZi,j|+1〉 ⊗ |+2〉 ⊗ |−3〉 ⊗ |+4〉 ⊗ |−5〉 ⊗ |−6〉 ⊗ |+7〉 ⊗ |+8〉 ⊗ |+9〉.

We have defined the cluster-state search in terms of a single tagging oper-

ation Ti acting on a constant input state
∏N

i=1 |+i〉 followed by entangling

operations CZi,j and a constant iterator defined as H⊗n acting on each of

the columns in turn (from left to right).

In fully general terms, the equation above becomes

|Ψout,m〉 =
n∏

k=1

(
H⊗n

)
k

∏
i,j=nn

CZi,jTm

N∏
l=1

|+l〉,

where m is the desired output state (in decimal representation) found by the

tagging operation Tm; N = n2 is the total number of qubits; n is the number

of iterations (as well as the size of one side of the cluster state) and nn is the

set of nearest qubits in the cluster-state.

The comparison between Grover’s algorithm and the cluster-state search

algorithm shows that:

• Grover’s oracle must repeatedly apply a unique tag to the state at each

step such that the inversion-about-the-mean operation can be applied

correctly (otherwise, the algorithm would fail for converge to a unique

answer);
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• the cluster-state search algorithm can be performed with only one ini-

tial tagging operation to converge to a unique output state.

Amplitude amplification?

In Grover’s algorithm, the i-a-t-m operator Uinv has entries Dij = 2/NG

for i �= j and Dij = −1 + (2/NG) for i = j. Thus can be rewritten as

Uinv = 2P ′−I, where P ′ = |ψin〉〈ψin| is the projection matrix on the unbiased

state |ψin〉 =
(
1/
√
NG

)∑
x |x〉 with P ′

i,j = 1/NG for all i, j.

The amplitude amplification takes advantage of the sign difference between

targeted solution states after the tagging operation, and the re-adjustment of

the amplitudes affected by the inversion-about-the-mean operator. Repeated

applications of tagging operator Uf are necessary because of hermiticity of

Uinv.

In the cluster-state search algorithm, the state is not repeatedly tagged

and there is no amplitude amplification.

In spite of the cluster-state iterator not being invertible (since it (implicitly)

contains projective measurements), the search algorithm can be treated as

effectively implementing a unitary iterator, since projections performed on

columns of qubits in the n×n grid leave the measured qubits in a well defined

state and the remaining ones in a pure state.

Following Brassard et al (2000) work, the general amplitude amplification

iterator can be defined as

Q = AU0A
−1Uf ,
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whereUf is the tagging operator; U0 flips the sign of the computational basis

state |0〉⊗n while leaving all other computational basis states unchanged; A

is the generalized unitary oracle constrained only by the requirement that

A|0〉⊗n = |ψin〉.
Since the cluster-state algorithm inherently requires projective measure-

ments to proceed, it cannot implement amplitude amplification because it

has no analogue to the inverse A−1. Instead of amplitude amplification, the

cluster-state search algorithm seems to be performing a binary search op-

eration. The computational time required for implementation supports this

(empirical) statement: exactly (n− 1) iterations are required in order to find

a solution with unit probability. Each iteration involves a simultaneous mea-

surement of n qubits, for a total of n (n− 1) measurements. If we include

the final read-out measurement, the algorithm has applied n measurements

iterations to effect a search of 2n elements. Note that any k ≤ n− 1 number

of iterations will not yield a valid solution, since the system remains in a

state unitarily equivalent to the initial cluster-state.

This suggests that the cluster-state search is not amplitude amplifica-

tion, rather a 1−to−2n mapping, and that the oracle is simply selecting a

given path. As each (single-qubit) measurement has only two outcomes, the

algorithm can be thought as a binary tree structure, through which the or-

acle directs the search based on the applications of the tagging operation.

Each individual measurement in either 0− or π−rotated basis selects a tree

to move down. It happens that all sn outcomes can be found with a min-

imum of exactly n variable measurements. This is suggestive of the binary
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structure, since the total number of possible outcomes is just sn.



Chapter 4

Circuits vs Clusters: The Role of

Entanglement

The circuit and cluster-state frameworks are computationally equivalent.

The efficient simulation of a cluster-state computation on a circuit is not sur-

prising, since both the operations involved in the preparation of the cluster

(Hadamard and controlled-phase gates) and the single-qubit measurements

present in the computation are within the capabilities of quantum circuits.

The efficient simulation of a circuit on a cluster-state computer is less imme-

diate to be shown; a complete proof of equivalence is provided by Raussendorf

& Briegel (2001b).

45
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4.1 Circuits vs Clusters

In spite of their computational equivalence, quantum circuits and cluster-

state computers present very different pictures of computational processes.

Here are listed some of the peculiar features of cluster-state quantum com-

putation.

4.1.1 Input and output

In quantum circuits, the input and output of the computation are respectively

encoded in the initial and final state of a selected register. For instance, in the

case represented in Figure 1, the output is read-off by a final measurement

on the first qubit; it is possible to follow the evolution of this qubit during

the computation, from the initial state to the final (even if it is forbidden to

observe it until the final step).

Noticeably, in cluster-state computation the qubits corresponding to the

output register of the circuit can be among the first to be measured, thus it

is not appropriate to term them “output qubits”. Let it be recalled that the

cluster is independent of any specific algorithm to be performed and input

value to be processed; moreover, the role of the qubits is just to be measured,

without undergoing a unitary evolution like in the circuit framework. This

means that it is not possible to describe the computation as a process in

which an initial state encoding the input is transformed into a final state

encoding the output. In this sense, Raussendorf & Briegel (2001b) claim

that the cluster-state quantum computer has no quantum input and output.
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4.1.2 Evolution

Since all the operations occurring in a quantum circuit are unitary (except

for the final measurement), the evolution is, by definition, reversible. Even

if a (non-unitary) measurement is designed to be performed at the middle

of the computation, it can always be postponed to the end by virtue of the

Deferred Measurement Principle.

On the other hand, cluster-state computations are not reversible1. This

feature follows from the fact that measurements are not unitary transforma-

tions. An appeal to the Deferred Measurement Principle would be unhelpful,

because computational steps are just measurements, and thus the Deferred

Measurement Principle does not make sense in cluster-state computation.

The non-reversibility of the dynamics is often stressed as the most radical

departure of cluster-state computation from quantum circuits. This point

will be delved into in the following sections.

One further noteworthy difference between the two computational frame-

works concerns the ordering of the computational steps. In particular, when

a simulation of a quantum circuit on a cluster-state computer is performed,

the ordering of the gates in the circuit does not have a counterpart in the or-

dering of the measurements in the cluster-state computer; the converse (the

case of a simulation of a cluster-state computation on a circuit) is also true.

In the cluster-state framework, rather than the ordering of the measurements,

what turns out to be fundamental is their priority classification.

1This is the reason why this computational framework is also known as one-way quan-
tum computation.
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4.1.3 Ordering

When a simulation of a quantum circuit on a cluster-state computer is per-

formed, the ordering of the gates in the circuit does not have a counterpart in

the ordering of the measurements in the cluster-state computer; the converse

(the simulation of a cluster-state computation on a circuit) is also true. In

cluster-state quantum computation, rather than the ordering of the measure-

ments, what turns out to be relevant is their priority classification.

4.1.4 Parallelism

From the presentation of cluster-state quantum computation sketched so far,

it should be clear that within this framework there is nothing resembling the

“parallel interfering computational paths” picture, which on the contrary is

a hugely popular account of what happens when a circuital quantum com-

putation is running. This notion of parallelism is meant to originate from

the superpositions of states, i..e parallelism denotes the possibility of having

“several states at the same time”. The only form of parallelism present in

cluster-state computation is that qubits belonging to the same set Qi can be

measured simultaneously; however, this cannot be seen as a form of quantum

parallelism, because no interference takes place during the parallel evolutions

of these qubits.
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4.1.5 Computational resources

For the sake of completeness, we briefly take into account the definition of the

computational resources. The spatial resources of a cluster-state computer

are defined as the number of qubits belonging to the cluster; there are here

no fundamental differences with the circuit framework, where the spatial

resources correspond to the number of qubits entering the circuit.

The temporal resources of a cluster-state computation consist in the num-

ber of disjoint subsets representing those qubits whose measurements can be

performed in parallel. This definition too is analogous to its circuital coun-

terpart, which is the minimum number of computational steps up to the

possible parallelization of elementary operations (quantum gates and final

measurements)2.

Summarizing, it has been noted that the main differences between cluster-

state and circuit quantum computation do not lie in the kinds of elementary

operations allowed, neither in the computational resources required for the

computation. Rather, the comparison of the two frameworks outlined above

suggests that what they essentially differ in are the ways they exploit the

fundamental features of quantum systems.

2Raussendorf & Briegel (2001b) also define the operational resources, which correspond
to the total number of elementary operations (single-qubit measurements in cluster-state
computation; gates and measurements in circuits.)
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4.2 The Role of Entanglement

During the long and articulated debate on the explanation of the quantum

speed-up, many different answers have been proposed and discussed (e.g.

superposition, parallelism, entanglement, interference, quantum logic). Since

a global overview of the issue would go very far beyond the scope of this

work, we shall focus on the proposal of entanglement as the explanation of

the quantum speed-up3.

The discussion will here be restricted to exponential computational speed-

up. There exist many quantum algorithms of undisputed theoretical and

practical relevance, like Grover’s, which achieve just a sub-exponential speed-

up over their classical counterparts. Anyway, the most outstanding conse-

quence of quantum computation is just the exponential speed-up exhibited

by some algorithms; since the speed-up question is centred on the power of

quantum computers, it seems reasonable, for the purposes of this work, to

take into investigation just the exponential case4.

4.2.1 Quantum circuits: entangling evolution

The analysis of the role of entanglement in quantum computation requires,

at first, to investigate whether entanglement can be a sufficient or a necessary

3See Jaeger (2009) for a general survey on the explanation of the quantum speed-up.
4For analogous reasons, the discussion will be restricted to computation with pure

states: the explanation of the quantum speed-up and the comparison between cluster-
state and circuit quantum computation simply do not require the mixed states case to be
primarily taken into account. A discussion of the role of entanglement in the explanation of
the quantum speed-up, where computation with mixed states and sub-exponential speed-
up are considered, can be found in Cuffaro (2013).
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condition for the quantum speed-up. The first possibility is ruled out by the

Gottesman-Knill theorem, which states that an efficient classical simulation

is available for any quantum computation which only makes use of gates

belonging to the Clifford group (Pauli, Hadamard, CNOT gates)5. This

means that there exists a set of protocols (which comprehends teleportation

and dense coding) that both a quantum and a classical computer are able

to efficiently perform. If entanglement were a sufficient condition for the

quantum speed-up, then such an efficient classical simulation should not be

available, because classical computers cannot prepare entangled states and

operate on them. As a consequence, entanglement cannot make a sufficient

condition for the quantum speed-up.

The claim that entanglement is a necessary condition for the quantum

speed-up has many advocates. In this respect, the main result is a theorem

proven by Jozsa & Linden (2003, p. 2021):

. . .Multi-partite entanglement with unboundedly many qubits

entangled together, is a necessary feature of any quantum al-

gorithm (operating on pure states) if the algorithm is to exhibit

an exponential speed-up over classical computation.

A similar argument is claimed by Steane (2003, p. 476), who claims that:

A quantum computer can be more efficient than a classical one at

generating some specific computational results because quantum

entanglement offers a way to generate and manipulate a physical
5Cf. Nielsen & Chuang (2000).
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|0⊗n〉 H⊗n

Ufw

H⊗n

|1〉 H

Figure 4.1: Circuit for the Bernstein-Vazirani algorithm.

representation of the correlations between logical entities without

the need to completely represent the logical entities themselves.

A way to object to the thesis of the necessity of entanglement for the

quantum speed-up, consists in showing that the speed-up can be achieved

without the use of entanglement. An argument along these lines is due

to Fortnow (2003), who claims that, instead of entanglement, interference

should be regarded as the source of the quantum computational speed-up.

We shall here focus on Fortnow’s pars destruens contra entanglement,

rather than on his pars construens pro interference. Fortnow’s position ap-

peals to an argument of Meyer (2001), who claims that it is possible to show

a counterexample to the thesis of the necessity of entanglement for the quan-

tum speed-up: the quantum algorithm for the Bernstein-Vazirani problem

(whose circuit is represented in figure 3.1) can be solved polynomially «with-

out creating any entanglement at any timestep»6. This drives Fortnow to

discard entanglement as the source of the quantum computational speed-up.

In order to discuss this issue, attention should be paid to what is meant by

the necessity of entanglement. Cuffaro (2013) suggests that, if entanglement

has to be considered as the explanation of the quantum speed-up, it is too
6Meyer (2001), p. 6.
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strong a requirement that a quantum computer should be able to achieve an

exponential speed-up only when it enters an entangled state. More in detail,

two different claims need to be kept separate:

(1) «Any state that displays computational speed-up must be entangled»7.

(2) «Entanglement must play a role in any explanation of quantum speed-

up»8.

While it is easy to see that the first claim is too strong (this indeed is also

the argument of Fortnow), the second looks rather vague. However, it can be

made precise by appealing to a result of Abbott (2010), which states that,

for any n ≥ 3, there exists a valid (i.e. either constant or balanced) function

f : {0, 1}n −→ {0, 1} such that an unitary transformation Uf parametrized

by f is an entangling transformation, in the sense that the first n qubits of

Uf |+〉|−〉 are all entangled. Henceforth, the term entangling evolution will

be used to denote the evolution of a quantum circuit which makes use of a

transformation of the kind just described.

It is thus to possible to say that, if a quantum algorithm requires an

entangling evolution to take place during the computation, then entangle-

ment does play a role in the explanation of the quantum speed-up, even if

entangled states are not displayed by the quantum computer.

According to the previous definition, the operation Ufw taking part in

the Bernstein-Vazirani algorithm is entangling. Hence, it would be hard to

7Cuffaro (2011), p. 20.
8Cuffaro (2011), p. 20.
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deny that entanglement is involved in the explanation of the efficiency of

the algorithm: without the entangling operation Ufw , the algorithm would

indeed not achieve any speed-up at all9.

We shall now turn our attention to the role of entanglement in the cluster-

state framework.

4.2.2 Cluster-state computation: disentangling evolu-

tion?

Entanglement seems to play a fundamental role also in cluster-state quan-

tum computation, since the state of the cluster is, by definition, entangled.

Moreover, the cluster is a universal resource, thus entanglement turns out to

be an essential ingredient for any computation in this framework (also those

computations not achieving a speed-up).

However, the way entanglement is exploited by cluster-state computers

is quite different from the circuit case. The main difference is that, as seen

above, any computational step of a cluster-state computer consists in a mea-

surement, i.e. a disentanglement of a qubit from the cluster. Thus, at first

glance the cluster-state computer seems to be governed by a disentangling

evolution; this would be just the opposite of the circuit case.

More in detail, let us consider what happens when the first set of qubits

of the cluster is measured in the Pauli bases. The state of each qubit is
9It is also interesting to note that Fortnow seems to embrace claim (2), when stating

that «entanglement does not play an important role in the power of efficient quantum
computation» (Fortnow 2003, p. 606); however, Meyer’s argument only works if the
necessity of entanglement is assumed in the sense of (1).
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projected onto an eigenstate of one Pauli basis; consequently, the global

state of those qubits is a product state and (by definition) they are no more

entangled. After this round of measurements, the global state of the cluster-

state computer has thus become the tensor of the (product) state of the

measured qubits and of the (entangled) state of the unmeasured ones, which

form a subset of the original cluster.

When, at the end of the computation, the qubits have all been measured

(recall that the qubits not involved in the computation are assumed to be

measured in the computational basis), the initial entanglement of the cluster

has completely disappeared. Thus, such an evolution could be labelled as

disentangling, in the sense that it starts with a multi-partite entangled state

which, step by step, is turned into a product state.

The disentangling evolution picture suggests two consequences:

• A counterargument to the claim that any state displaying computa-

tional speed-up must be entangled. If that claim were true, there would

be no need of breaking down the initial entanglement of the cluster in

order to speed up the computation.

• A reinforcement of the claim that entanglement plays a role in the

explanation of the quantum speed-up, even if it is differently exploited

by cluster-state computers with respect to quantum circuits.

The most fundamental difference between the two computational frame-

works discussed here is the dynamical evolution, which is unitary (thus re-

versible) in quantum circuits and non-unitary (thus irreversible) in cluster-
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state computers. This is due to the presence of single-qubit measurements,

which are not unitary operations, in cluster-state computation.

A measurement is usually described as an interaction between an observer

system S and an observed system O, such that the evolution of S is governed

by the standard unitary quantum dynamics until the interaction with O

causes its state to “collapse” into an eigenstate of the measured observable.

Nothing prevents the joint system S + O to be considered as the observed

system, with respect to a “larger” observer O′. The patent unsatisfactoriness

of this account has given rise to what is commonly known as the quantum

measurement problem, which is the most hugely debated issue within the

foundations of quantum mechanics10.

Turning the attention back to computation, it is possible, by virtue of

the Deferred Measurement Principle, to consider a quantum circuit as an

observed system governed by unitary evolution, which gets observed at the

end of the algorithm. On the other hand, in a cluster-state computer there are

more than one observed system and observer: for any measurement round,

the observed system consists of a subset of the cluster (which the qubits to

be measured belong to), associated to a measuring system which records the

outcomes, thus allowing for fed-forwarding of information.

However, just as seen above, nothing prevents us from treating the entire

cluster-state computer as the observed system, which consequently has to

undergo a unitary dynamics.11 Could it turn out that, when considered in

10See Wallace (2008) for a survey of the quantum measurement problem.
11Let it be remarked that this strategy, while looking gratuitously twisted from a prac-

tical point of view, does not represent a commitment to any no-collapse interpretation of
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such a perspective, cluster-state computers reveal unexpected properties?

This approach is sometimes referred to as the “Church of the Larger Hilbert

Space” (henceforth CLHS). See Sec. 5 of Brassard and Raymond-Robichaud

(2012) for a brief discussion of the tenets of the CLHS.12

4.2.3 Fully-unitary cluster-state computation

In order to describe measurements in a fully-unitary dynamics, we will firstly

take into account the most simple case, a single-qubit measurement.

Let us consider a measurement in the computational basis of a qubit

prepared in the state:

|ψ〉 = α |0〉+ β |1〉 (4.1)

The measurement requires the presence of a “recorder” (an observer), whose

initial state will be written as
∣∣R{0,1}〉, where the apex symbols denote the

selected measurement basis. The eigenstates of the recorder correspond to

the observed eigenstates of the qubit.

The initial state of the joint system formed by the qubit and the recorder

quantum mechanics. No claim is made here about which type of dynamical evolution the
universe is subject to, or the ultimate nature of physical systems, or what really happens
when an observation on a quantum system takes place. Of course, if a no-collapse interpre-
tation of quantum mechanics is assumed, then the evolution of a cluster-state computer
must ultimately be fully-unitary; but a fully-unitary account of cluster-state computa-
tion, by itself, can be legitimately provided simply by setting a peculiar observed-observer
boundary, without engaging in foundational issues. This does not mean that the founda-
tions of quantum mechanics are not relevant for computation, but simply that arguments
against no-collapse interpretations of quantum mechanics would be inadequate here.

12No commitment is here made to the main arguments sustained by Brassard and
Raymond-Robichaud in that paper.
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will thus be:

(α |0〉+ β |1〉)⊗ ∣∣R{0,1}〉
According to the standard non-unitary account of measurement, the joint

system simply ends up in one of the two following states (where the notation

|Ri〉 denotes that the value i has been recorded):

α|0〉 ⊗ |R0〉,

with probability |α|2, or
β|1〉 ⊗ |R1〉,

with probability |β|2.
On the other hand, a fully-unitary account leaves us with the final state:

α|0〉 ⊗ |R0〉+ β|1〉 ⊗ |R1〉.

Now the final state is an entangled superposition, while the initial was a

product state. In the following, the tensor product symbol will be omitted

when clear from the context.

In order to deal with multi-qubit systems, we introduce the notation

|ψ〉qi and |R〉rj , where qi and rj denote the i−th qubit and the j−th recorder

respectively. If we are going to measure a product state of two qubits |ψ〉 =
α |0〉+ β |1〉 and |φ〉 = γ |+〉+ δ |−〉, we start with the state:

((
α |0〉q1 + β |1〉q1

)
⊗
(
γ |+〉q2 + δ |−〉q2

))
⊗
(∣∣R{0,1}〉

r1
⊗ ∣∣R{+,−}〉

r2

)
.
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After the observation of both qubits, the post-measurement state will then

be:

(
α|0〉q1 ⊗ |R0〉r1 + β|1〉q1 ⊗ |R1〉r1

)
⊗
(
γ|+〉q2 ⊗ |R+〉r2 + α|−〉q2 ⊗ |R−〉r2

)
.

How can this picture work for cluster-state quantum computation? The

transformation on a bi-partite entangled state can be taken as a model

of what happens when a single-qubit measurement is performed within a

cluster-state quantum computer. Let us take into account the case of a two-

qubits entangled state. The initial state is the tensor of the entangled state

of the qubits and the product state of the recorders:

|0〉q1 ⊗ |+〉q2 + |1〉q1 ⊗ |−〉q2√
2

⊗
(∣∣R{0,1}〉

r1
⊗ ∣∣R{+,−}〉

r2

)
.

The observation of one of the qubits yields the state:

(
|0〉q1 ⊗ |R0〉r1 ⊗ |+〉q2 ⊗ |R+〉r2

)
+
(
|1〉q1 ⊗ |R1〉r1 ⊗ |−〉q2 ⊗ |R−〉r2

)
√
2

.

It is fundamental to remark that the entanglement of the joint system (qubits

and recorders) has increased after the measurement operation, while in the

standard “collapse” formulation the analogous operation would have disen-

tangled the two qubits.

In order to account for the fed-forwarding operations present in cluster-

state computation, let us take into account the simple case of a two-qubits
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chain, where the first qubit is measured in the computational basis and the

second one in a basis parametrized by the measurement outcome of the first.

The measurement of the first qubit in the computational basis yields the

entangled superposition:

|0〉q1 ⊗ |R0〉r1 + |1〉q1 ⊗ |R1〉r1 .

The second qubit is then measured in a basis B:

B =

{ |0〉 ± ei(−θ(−1)si )|1〉√
2

}
,

where si ∈ {0, 1} is the measurement outcome of the i−th qubit. The eigen-

states of this basis will be denoted by B±,si . The post-measurement state

then results to be:

((
|0〉q1 ⊗ |R0〉r1

)
⊗
(
|B+,0〉q2 ⊗

∣∣RB+,0

〉
r2
+ |B−,0〉q2 ⊗

∣∣RB−,0

〉
r2

))
+((

|1〉q1 |R1⊗〉r1
)
⊗
(
|B+,1〉q2 ⊗

∣∣RB+,1

〉
r2
+ |B−,1〉q2 ⊗

∣∣RB−,1

〉
r2

))
.

Here we have an entangled superposition of the two eigenstates of the first

qubit (the one measured in the computational basis); to each of these eigen-

states there corresponds a further entangled superposition of the eigenstates

of the second qubit, in the basis parametrized by the selected eigenvalue of

the first qubit.

This procedure can be repeated for each computational step requiring a

measurement basis parametrized by the result of a previous measurement.
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Each of these steps will then generate a larger entangled superposition. The

final state of the computation will be represented by a superposition analo-

gous to the one represented in equation (20), generalized to the n qubits of

the cluster.
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Chapter 5

Everettian Clusters: Is the

Everett Interpretation

Explanatory?

The fully-unitary analysis of cluster-state quantum computation, sketched in

the previous chapter, seems to reveal that the evolution of the cluster-state

quantum computer could be considered as entangling: at every computa-

tional step, an entangled superposition between the measured qubit and its

recorder is generated. More precisely, at every computational step, one set

of qubits (characterized by the same measurement priority) is entangled to

its respective set of recorders. Thus, the cluster-state quantum computer ap-

pears to be governed by an entangling evolution, and this could reveal that it

is more similar to the quantum circuit framework than it initially appeared.

In spite of this, a deeper glance suggests a fundamental difference between

63
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the two kinds of entangling evolutions here considered. In the circuit case,

there is one single entangling transformation, a controlled operation acting

on all the qubits at one time; in the cluster-state case, the entanglement

is created step by step, because of the different bases of the qubits belong-

ing to different measurement rounds. Thus, the main difference between

cluster-state and circuit quantum computation seems to remain the absence

of “quantum parallelism”, also when cluster-state computation is considered

in a fully-unitary dynamical picture.

However, also in cluster-state computation there is an entanglement-

generating unitary transformation acting at the same time on all the qubits:

the global controlled-phase operation SC involved in the preparation of the

cluster. Because of the universality of the cluster, such a transformation

is a necessary step of cluster-state computation, even if not peculiar to the

specific algorithm to be performed; moreover, since this transformation is

unitary, it is independent of the description (fully-unitary or not) of the

subsequent measurements on the cluster. Another important thing to re-

mark is that the preparation of the cluster is the only part of cluster-state

computation which makes use of exclusively quantum features, because the

fed-forwarding operations of the measurement outcomes can be considered

as classical information processing.

When considering cluster-state computation in a fully-unitary dynamical

account, one would be tempted to raise the stake and see how well does

cluster-state computation fit with a fully-unitary interpretation of quantum

computation. This chapter will then consider if the Everett interpretation
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can be considered explanatory for the evolution of cluster-state computers.

5.1 Everettian Interpretation of Quantum Com-

putation

Among the proposals which have been advanced for the explanation of quan-

tum computation, one of the most popular is the Everettian one. It makes

direct appeal to the Everettian interpretation of quantum mechanics, whose

original formulation is attributed to Everett (1957) and whose most recent

version is outlined by Wallace (2012). A discussion of this interpretation of

quantum mechanics would go very far beyond the aims of this work, which

just focuses on what Everettians have to say about quantum computation,

and particularly on the challenges they receive from cluster-state computa-

tion, which is not the computational framework they usually appeal to.

When taking into account quantum computation, Everettians have an ap-

parently favourable situation, because the “parallel-interfering-computational-

paths” picture of quantum circuits seems to fit very well with their interpre-

tation: parallels paths could just be seen as taking place in parallel worlds1.

How can the existence of many computational worlds be argued for? Wal-

lace (2012) makes use of an epistemic principle, taking the name of Deutsch’s

criterion (due to David Deutsch), according to which something is real if it

1While the introduction of many computational worlds is all but unproblematic, its
immediate appeal has given popularity to the Everett interpretation within the computa-
tionalist community.
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plays an indispensable explanatory role in accounting for the behaviour of

other real things. Wallace’s argument runs as follows:

... [the point] is not that there could be no other explana-

tion for the factorization, but that we actually have a very good

... explanation. Namely, it involves simple, well-understood al-

gorithms operating in a massively parallel way, within a single

computer. It presumes that each computation happens indepen-

dently, the empirical prediction is that everything will happen

as if each computation is occurring independently, and there is

no way of explaining the actual computational processes taking

place which does not assume the computations are happening in-

dependently. By Deutsch’s criterion, then, there is no way of so

explaining the algorithm which does not accept the reality of all

of the independent computations. At least within the quantum

computer, there would be many worlds.2

It is relevant to remark that Wallace assumes Deutsch’s criterion to be

neutral as to whether the entities supposed to be real are ontologically funda-

mental or emergent; thus, this allows for taking the multiple branches as real

even if they are not accorded a fundamental ontological status, once their

indispensable explanatory role is established.

Does Wallace’s argument work? Before taking into account the case of

cluster-state quantum computation, it is necessary to recall two objections
2Wallace (2012), p. 390.
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which directly hit the Everettian interpretation of quantum computation3.

The first one regards the fact that quantum algorithms require the “parallel

computational paths” to interfere between each other (in order to favour the

desired outputs). This is an essential ingredient of quantum circuits, but it

gets troublesome when applied to the branching process: that would be a

violation of the required independence of the parallel worlds.

The second objections concerns the role of decoherence. Decoherence

plays a decisive role in the Everettian interpretation of quantum mechanics;

however, quantum circuits need to be kept decoherence-free in order for the

unitarity to be preserved. Thus, Everettians look to be forced to introduce

a process which could break down the superposition and nullify any chance

of getting the speed-up.

Wallace (2012) provides a sort of rejoinder, and it remains an open ques-

tion whether those attacks are fatal or not; anyway, it will be useful to

compare them with the objections raising from the analysis of cluster-state

computation. If the remarks against the Everettian interpretation formu-

lated in the circuit and in the cluster-state cases were to be independent

from each other, then this situation would supporting the argument that the

differences between the two models are structural.

3Cf. Cuffaro (2013). Many objections have been raised against the Everettian in-
terpretation of quantum mechanics (the main of them are addressed by Wallace 2012),
but the two discussed here are of interest because they directly regard the explanation
of computation (and do not apply to the general Everettian interpretation of quantum
mechanics).
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5.2 Everettian cluster-state computation

As noted in the previous chapter, there is nothing in cluster-state quantum

computation resembling the parallel-computational-paths picture. Can the

Everettian explanation of quantum computation hold also in that frame-

work? A two-steps way to proceed consists in firstly trying to see whether a

branching account of cluster-state computation can be formulated, and then

in checking whether or not the Everettian explanation is still working in that

context.

The first step requires to formulate a fully-unitary dynamical account of

cluster-state computation. On the formal level, it is necessary to describe

any measurement as an unitary transformation which creates an entangled

superposition between the state of the observed qubit and the state of the

measurement apparatus; thus, at each computational step a larger entangled

state is generated. This can be simply illustrated by considering a single

qubit prepared in the state:

|ψ〉 = α |0〉+ β |1〉 .

A measurement requires the presence of an “observer” (which does not need

to be a human being, but can just be considered as a recorder4), whose initial

state will be written as
∣∣R{0,1}〉, the apex symbols denoting the selected mea-

surement basis. The eigenstates of the recorder correspond to the observed

eigenstates of the qubit. The initial state of the joint system formed by the
4A “servomechanism”, in the language of Everett (1957).
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qubit and the recorder is:

(α |0〉+ β |1〉)⊗ ∣∣R{0,1}〉

According to the standard non-unitary account of measurement, the joint

system simply ends up in one of the two following states (where the notation

|Ri〉 denotes that the value i has been recorded):

α|0〉 ⊗ |R0〉,

with probability |α|2, or
β|1〉 ⊗ |R1〉,

with probability |β|2. On the other hand, a fully-unitary account leaves us

with the final state:

α|0〉 ⊗ |R0〉+ β|1〉 ⊗ |R1〉.

Now the final state is an entangled superposition, while the initial was a

product state (in the following, the tensor product symbol will be omitted

when clear from the context).

Such a formulation requires just an enlargement of the Hilbert space,

without any commitment to specific interpretations of quantum mechanics;

however, in order to treat cluster-state computation in Everettian terms, it

would then be sufficient to add the postulate that the universe actually ends

up in an entangled post-measurement state, but at the same time there is
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a split such that observers in one branch record the outcome value 0 and

observers in the other record the value 1.

Can the previous fully-unitary picture work for cluster-state computa-

tion? Let us take into account the case of a two-qubits entangled state (for

the sake of simplicity, this state is taken to be maximally entangled)5. The

initial state is the tensor of the entangled state of the qubits and the product

state of the recorders:

|0〉q1 |+〉q2 + |1〉q1 |−〉q2√
2

⊗
(∣∣R{0,1}〉

r1
⊗ ∣∣R{+,−}〉

r2

)
.

The observation of one of the qubits yields the state:

(
|0〉q1 |R0〉r1 |+〉q2 |R+〉r2

)
+
(
|1〉q1 |R1〉r1 |−〉q2 |R−〉r2

)
√
2

.

It is fundamental to remark that the entanglement of the joint system

(qubits and recorders) has increased after the measurement operation, while

in the standard “collapse” formulation the analogous operation would have

disentangled the two qubits. In order to account for the fed-forwarding oper-

ations, let us take into account the simple case of a two-qubits chain, where

the first qubit is measured in the computational basis and the second one

in a basis parametrized by the measurement outcome of the first. The mea-

surement of the first qubit in the computational basis yields the entangled

5In order to deal with multi-qubit systems, we introduce the notation |ψ〉qi and |R〉rj ,
where qi and rj denote the i−th qubit and the j−th recorder respectively.
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superposition:

|0〉q1 |R0〉r1 + |1〉q1 |R1〉r1 .

The second qubit is then measured in a basis B:

B =

{ |0〉 ± ei(−θ(−1)si )|1〉√
2

}
,

where si ∈ {0, 1} is the measurement outcome of the i−th qubit. The eigen-

states of this basis will be denoted by B±,si . The post-measurement state

then results to be:

((
|0〉q1 |R0〉r1

)
⊗
(
|B+,0〉q2

∣∣RB+,0

〉
r2
+ |B−,0〉q2

∣∣RB−,0

〉
r2

))
+((

|1〉q1 |R1〉r1
)
⊗
(
|B+,1〉q2

∣∣RB+,1

〉
r2
+ |B−,1〉q2

∣∣RB−,1

〉
r2

))
.

Here we get an entangled superposition of the two eigenstates of the first

qubit (the one measured in the computational basis); to each of these eigen-

states there corresponds a further entangled superposition of the eigenstates

of the second qubit, in the basis parametrized by the selected eigenvalue

of the first qubit. This procedure can be repeated for each computational

step requiring a measurement basis parametrized by the result of a previous

measurement. Each of these steps will then generate a larger entangled su-

perposition, until the final state corresponding to a superposition generalized

to the n qubits of the cluster.

In spite of being quite twisted, this fully-unitary account shows that, at

least in principle, it is possible to describe cluster-state quantum computation
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in Everettian terms6. However, the biggest hurdle is still to be leapt: to show

that the Everettian interpretation allows for an explanation which would not

be achievable otherwise.

5.3 Is the Everett explanation explanatory?

Summarizing, it is possible to provide an Everettian account of the behaviour

of a cluster-state quantum computer. However, this is not enough: accord-

ing to Deutsch’s criterion, the branching process should be playing an in-

dispensable explanatory role. Could such an indispensable explanatory role

be claimed for? The analysis of cluster-state quantum computation suggests

that this claim is unsupported.

The main problem for Everettians is what, at first sight, looked like an

achievement regarding one of the objections listed above: the fact that, when

considering cluster-state computation in a branching dynamics, there is no

interference between the branches. This could be seen as an achievement

because interference between computational paths is a necessary ingredient

of quantum circuits, but at the same time it is at odds with the requirement

that branches should be mutually independent. Thus, cluster-state quan-

tum computation could provide Everettians with a defence from a serious

challenge. But at what price?

6This should come as a surprise, since Everettians just take the Hilbert space formalism
as universal and without adding any further element. Thus, it would have been noticeable
if it were not possible for Everettian to describe the behaviour of a cluster-state quantum
computer
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If no interference is assumed to take place between different branches,

it immediately follows that the speed-up gained in a specific branch does

not depend on what processes are going on within the other ones; but this

entails that parallelism simply does not explain the quantum speed-up. In

other words, since computational paths are completely independent from

each other, quantum parallelism turns out to be unhelpful in accounting for

the reasons why the computation on a specific branch involves a polynomial

amount of resources.

It is thus possible to describe cluster-state quantum computation in Ev-

erettian terms, but consequently leaving no room for the “indispensable ex-

planatory role” required by Deutsch’s criterion. Since Wallace’s argument is

entirely built upon that principle, it seems that Everettians should build up

a completely new argument if they wish to explain quantum computation.

If the Everettian explanation does not work for cluster-state quantum

computers, where could an account for the speed-up be looked for? Could

entanglement, which undoubtedly plays a fundamental role both in quantum

circuits and in cluster-state computers, be a good candidate?

In the quantum circuit framework, there is one single entangling trans-

formation; a controlled operation acting on all the qubits at one time. In

the fully-unitary cluster-state framework, the entanglement is created step

by step, because each measurement round requires a change of basis. It fol-

lows that, even if the classical part of cluster-state quantum computation is

replaced by quantum operations doing the same work, the “structural” differ-

ences between quantum circuits and cluster-state computers remain in place.
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Then, this does not rule out entanglement as an explanation of the quantum

speed-up; rather, it makes it as an even stronger candidate.

It is also noteworthy that distinct objections are formulated against the

Everettian explanation in the circuit and in the cluster-state contexts. In the

first case, Everettians do have an explanation for quantum computation, but

based on an account not fully compatible with the tenets of their interpre-

tation of quantum mechanics; in the second case, they have an account that

works well, but which is not explanatory. The mutual independence of these

arguments could provide indirect support to the thesis that the differences

between the two computational frameworks are structural.



Chapter 6

Besides the Quantum Speed-up

It is very interesting to notice that quantum circuits and cluster-state quan-

tum computers have radically different features, the main of which regards

dynamical evolution: quantum circuits have a reversible dynamics consisting

of invertible unitary operations, while cluster-state computers have a non-

reversible dynamics because of the non-unitarity of measurements.

Another relevant point, of particular concern for the quantum-classical

divide, is that quantum circuits and cluster-state computers make a different

use of quantum and classical resources.

Quantum circuits have a fully-quantum unitary evolution and the only

classical operation is the final measurement. Cluster-state computers have a

quantum part consisting of the preparation of the cluster (which requires the

use of controlled-phase unitary operations in order to generate entanglement)

and a classical part consisting in the measurements over qubits and in the

fed-forwarding of information.
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It is worth to be noticed that classical operations play an essential role in

cluster-state computation, while having a marginal role in quantum circuits.

Does this entail that, when considering quantum circuits and cluster-state

computers, different quantum-classical divides need to be taken into the pic-

ture? This is not convincing, since both quantum circuits and cluster-state

computers are built upon the principles of the same physical theory, namely

quantum mechanics.

Turning then to the question pointed out in the introductory chapter,

what kind of theoretical relevance does the match between quantum circuits

and cluster-state computers bring?

There are divergences between these two frameworks, both on the physical-

structural level (they have incompatible dynamics) and from the theoretical-

epistemological one (they fit very differently with the Everett interpretation

of quantum computation); at the same time, they also have convergences on

both those levels, since they are computationally equivalent and both sug-

gest a prominent role of entanglement in the explanation of computational

processes.

This thesis has shown some of these divergences and converges, and inves-

tigated their consequences for the epistemological understanding of quantum

computation. However, it would be very interesting to take into account

further frameworks of quantum computation (i.e. topological quantum com-

putation) and verify whether those convergences would still be in place. This

would provide for an even deeper understanding of the nature of quantum

computation.
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However, the arguments presented here suggest one conclusion that could

be achieved without enlarging the investigation to further quantum computa-

tional frameworks: the quantum speed-up question does not seem to capture

all what is at stake concerning foundational issues relative to quantum com-

putation.

First of all, large part of the work done in looking for an answer to the

quantum speed-up question would be valuable even in case the speed-up

were discovered not to be in place: for instance, insights on the role played

by entanglement in quantum computation would retain importance even if

classical computers, which make no use of entangled states, were discovered

to be faster than they were supposed to be. Then, the definition of what

a quantum-classical divide consists of goes beyond the effective existence of

the speed-up.

Then, the existence of alternative equivalent (i.e. all able to achieve the

speed-up) quantum computational models seems to suggest that, in order to

investigate the quantum-classical computational divide, the ultimate ques-

tion should be moved from the speed-up to a sort of “representation theorem”

for quantum computation. Here the “representation theorem” should not be

meant in a strict mathematical sense, but just as the general goal of identify-

ing which are the physical features underlying these alternative frameworks

that allow us to list all these frameworks under the label “quantum compu-

tation”.

This would be very fruitful for the understanding of quantum computa-
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tion itself and for the more general debate over the foundations of quantum

mechanics.



Chapter 7

Summary and Conclusion

The introductory chapter of this thesis has been devoted to outline the the-

oretical and epistemological questions that regard quantum computation.

Then, in Chapter 3 the cluster-state model of quantum computation has been

introduced, enlightening its structural features and showing it “at work” on

some well-known algorithms.

The reason why cluster-state computation is interesting from the perspec-

tive of philosophy of physics is that it is computationally equivalent to the

traditional circuit model, but at same time it provides a structurally different

account of the processes going on during a computation. Hence, a comparison

between these two frameworks helps in waging an investigation the nature

of quantum computation that is not limited to the particular features of one

specific model.

In Chapter 4 it is shown that entanglement plays a fundamental role in

both quantum circuits and cluster-state computers; as a consequence, the
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position of entanglement as candidate for explaining the quantum speed-up

over classical computation turns out to get reinforced. This can be considered

as a “convergence” between quantum circuits and cluster-state computers, but

at the same time also “divergences” can be pointed out: in Chapter 5 it is

argued that the Everett explanation of quantum computation, which looks

to fit well with the circuit picture, does not have explanatory power in the

cluster-state framework.

In Chapter 6 it is suggested that, once the difference between quantum

circuits and cluster-state computers is assumed to be structural (as claimed

in Chapter 3), then the quantum speed-up question does not seem to capture

all that it is at stake regarding the nature of quantum computation. It is

then outlined the idea that the philosophical research on quantum computa-

tion should be directed to the general goal of a “representation theorem” for

quantum computation, and that this would also require to take into account

further frameworks of quantum computation, for instance topological quan-

tum computation.

This thesis does not provide the demonstration of new results; rather, it

is conceived as an investigation over results that have already been achieved,

but whose consequences have not completely received the attention they

would have deserved. I think that cluster-state quantum computation is

an issue of interest for the community of philosophers of physics, because

it concerns the nature of computational processes, the boundary between

classical and quantum, and ultimately the meaning of probability. I consider
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my work to be a little contribution on that topic, and I hope that further

major developments could and will follow.
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